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I . 
INTROIXJCTION 
"Speech education should consist of the removal of defects, 
refinements in the mode of speaking, and mastery of the uses 
of speech in everyday living."l 
It is the classroom teacher who can put the 
rehabilitation of speech in its rightfUl place in 
public or private school education and thus make 
available to all children with defective speeeh 
that equality of opportunity which has so far been 
denied to many.2 -
The purpose of this study is to develop a manual for 
speech correction to be used at St. Mary's Clinic, Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania. This clinic serves children from five 
years of age through s 1xteen, and all the work is done on the 
individual basis. 
Eventually, the writer hopes to be able to introduce it 
for use in the elementary school classrooms. Wlth this in 
mind, the suggestions and exercises have been constructed. 
1. BackUs, 6. t. Speech in Education. A Guide for the Class-
room Teacher. Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1943. 
P• §. 
2. Ibid., P• 2~. 
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CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The spoken word remains far the great majority 
of American citizens the principal channel of re-
ceiving and giving information and exchanging ideas 
and feelings.... It has been estimated that speech 
is the basis of 90% of all our communication leavin 
10% for writing and reading.l 
The importance of the place of speech correction in our 
educational program, and the necessity of early diagnosis of 
speech difficulties are of prime importance since the develop-
ment of speech and language is closely allied to the physical 
development of the child. In the development of speech as in 
the development of any skill, it is important that the muscles 
be trained early to coordinate and fUnction properly. 
Many of our contacts are made through talking 
with our fellows in this age of civilization~ It 
seems obvious that most of us use spoken language 
at every turn, that we im~ess our fellow men or 
fail to do so with our spoken language, that spoken 
language is our personalities. Yet the schools 
assume very little responsibility for improving 
the ability of the people to express themselves.2 
A general review of research in this field indicates a 
strong and growing emphasis on speech education on the secon-
dary, college and adult levels. The least progress has been 
1. Education Policies Commission. The Purpose of Education in 
American Democraoz. National Educational Association, 
Washington, D. c., 1938. P• 50. 
2. Rassmusen, Carrie. "By His Word Shall You Know Him." A 
Monograph on Language Arts, No. 39. Row, Peterson and-
Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1944. P• 2. 
noted in the field of elementary education. We are consciousl~ 
aware that speech training during the early years of a child's 
life is necessary for the establishment of desirable speaking 
habits. BY the time a student reaches high school or college, 
he requires long and tedious training to correct poor speech. 
If a defect is allowed to continue to high school age a mal-
adjusted personality may develop. 
Roll, 1 in an article discussing the teaching of speech in 
the secondary school states, ''Speech correction and remedial 
work belong in the elementary school; speech arts in the seeon-
dar~ school. When speech correction is carried over to the 
high school it becomes a kind of futile "mop up job"." 
Bachus2 gives us another estimate--''It seems wise for us 
to accept the fact that from one-sixth to one-fourth of the 
elementary school population have speech that is in some mea-
sure defective." 
However, the future holds more promise for the speeab 
education of the elementary school child. At present there 
seems to be a general awakening of school administrators and 
of the public in general to the need for progressive planning 
along these lines. 
~Roll, F. "Hindrances to the Teaching of Speech in the 
secondary School.n The Quarterly Journal of Speech 90; 
Februar~ 1945. 
2. Bachus, op. cit., P• 22. 
1 Schuell reminds us 
It is the task af the speech teacher to develop 
language skills and adequacies, to provide a back-
ground of language experience which will stimulate 
growth and the free interchange of ideas, and to give 
the child the confidence and security he needs for 
freedom of expression. 
This basis of development should be established in the 
elementary school. With or without the aid of a special speech 
teaCher it becomes the responsibility of the regular classroom 
teacher to see that her pupils get this background for social 
living. 
Werner2 warns 
Speech education to be effective must be built 
upon an understanding by pupils of good speaking 
standards, a desire to improve their speech habits 
through practice, and regular opportuni ties to par• 
tieipate in speech activities. 
Van Riper3 reiterates in the following quotation what has 
been brought out previously in regard to the need for speech 
correction in the elementary school--
Educators are recognizing what professional 
speech pathologists have always known--that the 
work of the special 1st must be supplemetnted by in- ----.. 
telligent classroom and home cooperation if the 
millions of speech defectives are to ha.ve adequate 
help. Eventually, remedial speech wil l have the 
same status in the public schools which remedial 
reading now enjoys. Every elementary teacher will 
have some training in speech correction; special 
1. Schue!!, Hlldred. "speech Development at the Intermediate 
Level." The Qu!rterly Journal of Speech 225; April 1945. 
I 
II 
2. Werner, Lorna Shogen. S_peech in the Elementary Schools. 
Row, Peterson and Company, New York, 1947. p. !o. 
II,· 3. Van Riper, c. Speech Correction, Principles and Methods. 
11 Prentice Hall, Inc., New York. Preface. 
- - ~-~-~--
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speech correction teachers will be provided for 
supervision in the larger school systems; and 
psycho-educational and speech clinics will be 
available for the mare difficult oases. These 
trends are already being realized in many states. 
In any society so dependent upon communication~ 
the ••teaching of talking" must finally achieve 
an important place in education. 
CHAPTER I I 
P·LAN OF STUDY 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to eonst:ru.ct a manual :for 
speech cort>ection to be used at st. Mary's Olinie, Wilkes-
Barl'e, Pennsylvania. 
Definition ~ Terms 
Manner of speaking is the definition assigned to Speech 
by the dictionary. While Correction is given as an act of 
correcting, or better still~-something that tends to correct 
or set right anything tba t is wrong 01:' hurtful. A Manual is 
a handbook; a small book that helps its readers to understand 
or use something. It :follows from these definitions that the 
problem at hand is to construct a handbook of exercises in-
culcated to correct or set right anything that is wrong or 
hurtful in a person's manner of speaking. 
Defective speech is that which deviates so far from the 
speech of other people that it calls attention to itself, in-
terferes with pl'oper communication, or eaus·es its pos.sessor 
to be maladjusted. / 
In constructing the Manual, the follow.lng types of defects 
are to be considered--
ARTICULATORY - may be defective in sound substitutions, omis-
sions, distortions, or geneZ..a.l indistinctivenes 
FUNCTIONAL - such as lalling--ditfieulty with "R" sound, 
substitutions . of consonants t-d, k-g, y-1, 1-~, 
omission of final consonants. 
LISPilfG - difficulty with "S" sound, faulty "TH", "F" and "V" 
Substituted. 
CLUTTERING - hurried or jumbled speech, sy.mptom of nervous 
haste or feal'• 
APHASIA - resulting from lesions of special speech centers. 
PHONATORY - such as aphonia--complete loss of voice, dysphonia-
pal'tial loss of voice, monotone--on same tone. 
ORGANIC - deafness--must be able to hear sound before one can 
speak col'rectly. 
PALATAL - cleft palate--nasality due to voice escaping through 
nose. 
TONGUE DEFECTS - tongue-tied--frenum needs to be cut. 
JAW DEFECTS - ovel'shot--hard to produce sounds. Undershot Ol' 
hung jaw--finds it hal'd to prodUct t, d, th, s, 
sh. 
DENTAL IRREGULARITIES - buck teeth, spaced teeth--make it 
difficult to produce certain sounds corl'ectly 
and distinctly. 
The scope and contents of the Manual will pl'ovide matel'ial V. 
to develop suitable physical, mental and emotional habits. 
Opportunities fol' activities and expression will be planned so 
as to give variety of practice in the use of speeCh in all 
?. 
s . 
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, 
situations in Which the average elementary school youngster 
will be called upon to meet. Individual diagnosis charts, 
directed drills and periodical cheeks will be included in order 
that each pupil may overcame his specific weaknesses and de-
velop to the fUll his latent abilities. 
Contents of Manual 
.=-:;;.;;;..;.,;;;,;;.;;;..;;.;;.. -
I· General explanations of defects--how to detect 
them and correct them. 
II• Tests. 
III. Ear training technique essential in any speech 
correction program explained. 
rv. General drills and exercises for bodily relaxa-
tion, and lazy tongues or other muscles. 
v. Sotmds and how they are correctly formed and 
produced. 
vi. Words containing the sound for each lesson in its 
three positions--initial, medial, final. Sen-
tences containing the sounds and selections 
from either prose or poetry. 
VII• Aids for correcting stuttering and baby talk. 
VIII. Model lesson plans for primary grade and inter-
mediate grade levels. 
Justification far this problem is based upon the recogni-
tion of the need to supplement in the classrooms and in the 
homes the work of the specialist. It appears that the need 
tor providing remedia~ speech in school has been recognized. 
The above assumptions are substantiated by the following 
Summary of Findings as reported by Berry.l 
There are in America 1,000,000 school children 
between the ages of five and eighteen so defective 
in speech as to .require treatment and training. The 
work of speech correction is prosecuted more effi-
ciently and economically in the primary years of the 
child's schooling than later. 
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to develop 
teaChing materials to be used with children needing speeCh 
correction. 
i. Berry, Charles Scott, Chairman. nDefective in Speech." 
Special Education for the Handicapped and the Gifted. 
Report of the Committee on S~ecial Glasses. Section III, 
EdUcation and training. P• 49, 353, 453. -~ 
~: 
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CHAPTER I II 
THE MANUAL 
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CHAPTER III 
THE MANUAL 
Speech has had a long and honorable record in 
the annals of education. Two thousand years ago in 
ancient Greece, Quintilian said that speech training 
should begin at birth and continue throu(#lout life. 
Today speech is assuming an increasingly impor-
tant role in education. Speech education Should con-
sist of the removal of defects, refinements in the 
mode of speaking, and mastery of the uses of speech 
in everyday living. 
If the speech program is to fUnction at its 
highest level, the teacher must have a sound, though 
brief, introduction to the whole field as it applies 
to the education of Children.l 
It is the classroom teacher Who can put the re-
habilitation of speech in its rightful place in pub-
lic school education and thus make available to all 
children with defective speech that equality of op-
portunity which has so far been denied to many.2 
In order to correct, one must be able to recognize speech 
defects and have a little understanding of the method o? plan 
to follow in correcting these defects. For this purpose the 
following explanations are given. 
I. Functional Defects 
LALLING - difficulty with the "r" sound, substitutions of 
consonants--t for d, k for g, y for l, 1 for y, 
or the omission of final consonants • 
1. Bachus, Ollie L. Speech in Education. A Guide for the 
Classroom Teacher. Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 
1943. Preface P• vii. 
2. Van Riper, Charles. :yeech Correction, Principles and 
Methods. Prentice-H 1, Inc., New York, 1947. P• 27. 
/ 
v 
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LISPING - sigmatism--difficulty with "s" sound, faulty 
"th", "f" and "v" substitutions. A severe type 
is known as lateral emission. In most cases, 
the tongue muscle is weak along its outer or 
side margin and allows the breath to escape 
laterally, rather than forward over the front 
of the tongue. The result is a makeshift, 
blurred substitution rather than a clear, for-
ward hissing sound. Most ccmmon type is that 
known as "low s". Often a peculiarity of the 
speech of foreigners who are learning to speak 
English. When "low s" ·is made the result is a 
blurred sound instead of the customary distinct 
hissing sound • 
"Z" substitution is another form--it 
occurs in the speech of some foreigners--sharp 
s or whistling s. 
CLUTTERING - a hurried, jumbled speech. A symptom of 
nervous haste--stammering--of nervous fear. 
APHASIA - resulting from lesions of special speech cen-
ters in the cerebral cortex of association 
fibres deep in those centers and also trom ·le-
sions of the motor cortical center and paths 
connecting them with the muscle of articulation. 
Mot or--sensory. 
11. 
BABY TALK - omissions and substitutions of sounds. 
PHONATION DISORDERS -
Aphonia - complete loss of voice. 
Dysphonia - partial loss of voice. 
Monotone - same tone--never Changes. 
II. Organic Defects 
DEAFNESS - one must be able to hear sound before one can 
speak correctly. 
III. Palatal Defects 
CLEFT PALATE SPEECH - due to absence of hard palate or a 
break in the "roof of the mouth" --character-
ized by nasality and sometimes unintelligible 
sounds. 
IV. Tongue Defects 
TONGUE-TIED - inability to raise the tongue tip because 
of the shortneas of the fraenum. Parents 
should be advised to have it clipped. 
v. Jaw Defects 
-
OVERSHOT - frequently causes "th" faults and "s", 
"sh" or "zh" distortions. 
"z" , 
UNDERSHOT - of.ten causes "f" and "v" distortions and 
"p", "b", and "w" sounds distorted. 
VI. Dental Defects - missing teeth, crowded teeth, spaced 
teeth, artifiaal dentures and braces may 
cause sigmatism and faulty articulation of 
all dentalized and sigmatic consonants. 
II 
lj 
-----·-' 
12. 
VII. STUTTERING - hesitation, delay or refusal to recite, 
facial and other bodily contortions, ex-
traneous words, stuttering rhythm. 
It is important here to note that all movements with 
speech must be: Easy--no strain; Smooth--no jerk; Purposeful--
under control of the will. With this always in mind, the aim 
of all the exercises in this Manual will be: Plexibility--
Rhythm--Coordination Control. 
VIII. Articulatory Defects - may be in 
1. sound substitution 
2. omission 
· 3. distortion 
4. general 1ndist1nct1veness. 
The most satisfactory test is to have a collection of 
pictures or real objects, each of whose name, color, or chief 
_characteristics when spoken will contain one of the speech 
sounds to be tested. A very fine kit for this purpose was 
made by Bryng Bryngelson and Esther Glaspey and is published 
by scott, Foresman Company, New York City. Included in the 
set is a Record Sheet to note sounds mispronounced, substitu-
tions, and . omissions. 
It is best to test for but one sound in its initial posi-
tion where possible. The test need contain only consonant 
sounds generally since vowel sounds are rarely involved in 
defective articulation. 
13. 
Phonation defects may be in - Pitch 
Quality 
Volume 
Melody 
Rhythm defects may be - Stuttering 
Blocking 
Repetition of sounds 
Prolongation of sounds 
Breathing anomalies 
Easy check test for phonation defect follows: 1 
PITCH QUALITY VOLUME 
too high husky too loud 
too low breathy too soft 
nasal stereotyped 
lack of nasal form of force 
resonance explosive 
metallic effusive 
harsh 
tremorous 
IX. ~ .Q.t Hearing Gases - hearing loss presence. 
MELODY 
monopitch 
exaggerated 
stereotyped 
pattern 
rising in-
flection 
falling in-
flection 
Ear training is very essential in any speech correction 
pro gram. There are four main types •1 
1. Isolation 
2. Stimulation 
3. Identification 
4. Discrimination 
1. Van Riper, op. cit., 
14. 
·1 
I 
Every good speech lesson will include all four. 
1. Isolation technique -.present the sound as an 
isolated sound, then in nonsense syllables, 
and later in words. 
2. Stimulation - present the sound over and over 
again. 
3. Identification - recognize the correct sound 
each time. 
4. Discrimination - compare correct sound with the 
substitution or distortion. 
DIAGNOSTIC SPEECH CHART 
Name. _____________________ school _________________ city __________ _ 
Address. __________________ Grade _____________ Teacher __________ __ 
VOICE 
Characteristics 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Faults 
Nasality 
High pitch 
Pinched 
Strident 
Weak 
Inadequate 
Guttural 
Over-loud 
Defects 
Hoarseness 
Denasalized 
Nasal obstruction 
Tremolo 
Others 
Unmodulated 
Monotonous 
Possible organic j. 
cause 
!I 
I 
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II 
DIAGNOSTIC SPEECH CHART (continued) 
SPEECH 
General Characteristics 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Foreign intonation 
Uncultivated 
Careless 
Indistinct 
Palatalized 
:c.ognate 
substitutions 
Strong Forms 
Dentalization 
READING 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Sounds Mispronounced 
a as in man 
a as in all 
a as ·in calm 
ir as in bird 
er as in fern 
u as in cup 
u as in put 
i as in ice 
ow as in now 
oi as in join 
o as in hot 
Consonant combina-
tions sts, dth. 
Defects 
Lateral 
Lingual 
Lisp-Nasal 
Infantile 
Impaired 
Hearing 
Stammerer 
Lallation 
Cleft Palate 
Tongue-tied 
Other defects 
st, sks, nd, 
nl 
Faul:t?J!, 
Phrasing 
Inflection 
Other Comments 
Emphases 
Diagnostic Summary Rate 
Words Mispronounced Sounds Mispronounced 
Date 
----------------
16. 
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Check only unsatisfactory qualities and sounds. 
Quality of Voice 
and Speech 
1. Pleasing 
2. Normal 
3. Nasal 
4. Harsh 
5. Husky 
6. Breathy 
7. Thin or weak 
8. Monotonous 
9. Tense or taut 
10. High pitch 
11. Low pitch 
12. Gutteral 
13. Clear and accurate 
14. Poor enunciation 
Correct Sound 
I. M. F. 
a (hat) 
a (cane) 
a (ball) 
b (boat) 
ch ( ohair 
d (dog) 
e (bed) 
e (tree) 
f (father) 
g (girl) 
h (hen) 
i (pig) 
i (pie) 
j (jumping-jack) 
k (cat) 
1 (letter) 
m (mother) 
n (nest) 
I. M. F 
o as in (top) 
o as in (coat) 
oi (boy) 
oo (moon) 
oo (book) 
ow (cow) 
p (paint) 
r (rat) 
s (Santa) 
sh (shop) 
sh (sheep) 
t (table 
th (thimble) 
th (this) 
u (sun) 
v (valentine) 
w (window) 
wh (wheel) 
ng (ringing) y (yellow) 
I! 
1 z (zoo) 
I 1. Cleveland Public Schools. Language Arts-Speech Improvement. 
Course of Study for Primary Division, 1941. p. 76. 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
!, 
·t 
I B. General Exercises. 
To Relieve Muscular Tension. 
I Good speech is attained when muscular tensions are kept 
.,, at a minimum. Therefore, provision for relaxation exercises 
.I I 
'I designed to teach the speech handicapped--especially stutterer~ 
neurotic lispers and spastic cases, voluntary relaxation and 
economical muscular coordination must be made. With this in 
mind the following exercises are suggested for use with speech 
correction lessons. 
1. Rag Doll Exercise •1 "Drop your head forward on the 
chest. Let it hang until it seems to pull the body down with 
its own weight. Dangle arms loosely. Without bending your 
knees, allow your read to descend toward the floor. When 
.... your relaxed fingers touch the floor without the slightest 
I! 
, . 
stretching, resume an upright position. Repeat this relaxa-
tion several times. Be sure you are slumping, not stretching 
to the .floor. 
2. Let your head fall forward on your chest, allowing it 
to pull itself down by its own weight, rather than by effort. 
Rotate it, as if it were a "cannon ball on a thread", dropping 
it over the right shoulder~ then backwards~ over the left 
After several silent rollings, say 
I 
shoulder, and front. 
1 '='1-.~S~u-s-g"""e-s-:t-=i~o~n~s-i;""n~S:::-p~e~e"!':ch:--o:;rimprovement for the Use of Classroom ~~ 
I Teachers. Bureau of Speech Improvement, Board of Education of tHe City of New York, 1933. P• 7. 
'I I, 
I 
II 
il 
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II 
sleepily, as you rotate it, "easy-ah, lazy-ah", dropping (not 
pulling) the jaw on each "ah" sound. 
Breathing Exercises. 
All speech begins with the use of breath. The exhaled 
breath pressing aginst the vocal bands causes them to vibrate 
thus making voice. On this account a steady, sustained breath 
stream under control is necessary for audibility and good tone 
quality. 
1. Stand easily with the feet well apart. Place the 
hands flat on the waist line with the finger tips of one hand 
I 
I 
. . 1 just touching the finger tips of the other. The muscle which 
II 
II 
'J 
must expand and contract lies under the hands. Slowly inhale--
this Should cause the entire torso to expand in all its dia-
meters. This expansion Should cause the finger tips to part, 
and the pupil may thus measure the amount of expansion. It is 
well to accompany the pressing out of the exhaled breath with 
the voice as soon as possible. 
2. Take a quiet breath through the nose and mouth to a 
count of 4. Ready, inhale 1-2·3-4; exhale 1-2-3-4. Increase 
the count to s---lo---15 by ones. 
3. Take in a quick breath and let it ou. t as slowly and 
steadily as possible with a hiss. (avoid tension) 
4. Inhale quietly and recite the alphabet rhythmically, )II 
a-b-e-d (breath) e-f-g-h (breath) i-j-k-1, to the end of the I' 
alphabet. Increase the number of letters until 13 may be said II 
easily on one breath. II 
./ 
19. 
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5. student stands. Then bends forward at the waist 
allowing the arms and the en tire upper body to droop as low 
and limply as possible. In this position the pupil should 
pant or cough lightly but rapidly for several seconds. 
Tongue Exercises 
1. Jack in His House (far young pupils) 
Jack in his house (tongue in mouth) 
Gomes out of house (tongue out of mouth) 
Goes upstairs (tongue on roof of mouth) 
Goes downstairs (tongue against lower teeth) 
Goes all around (tongue around mouth) 
2. Have pupil hold his tongue against the roof of his 
mouth. Now create a suction with breath so as to cause the 
entire upper surface of the tongue to cleave to the hard 
palate without moving the tongue and without making any sound. 
Release suddenly (a clicking sound will result). 
One of the best drills for exercising the soft palate is 
the YAWN. Yawn as often as possible. 
Precede each sEeech lesson with--
ah as in arm, father, Arthur. 
-
a as in ate, ace, aid, age. 
-
e as in eel, seen, thee, meet. 
-
aw as in saw, jaw, yawn, hawk. 
-
oh as in old, ocean, omit, obey 
-
00 as in zoo, ooze, food, pool. 
-
20 . 
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I 
a 
-
e 
-
u 
i 
as in at, bat, cat, that, fat. 
as in end, send, bend, tend, lend. 
as in cup, but, up, sup, bluff. 
as in it, bit, sit, ~it, fit. 
Class Exercises 
"T" and "D" Sounds 
The "T" and the "D" sounds are farmed by placing the tip 
of the tongue against the hard palate just behind the upper 
teeth and forcibly expelling the breath. The only difference 
between the "T" and "D" is that the former is voiceless and 
the latter voiced. Have pupils place their finger tips upon 
each side of their throats and prono'Wlce "T'' and "D". 
Have pupils note that no vibration af vocal cords is felt 
when "T" is pronounced and that there is vibration when ttnn is 
' pronounced. 
Be sure these sounds are produced behind the teeth, not 
against them. They Should be made with a very light pressure 
and an instant release. 
WORD DRILL 
-
Initial Medial Final 
tall heater bat 
take button out 
tank forty set 
tub metal beet 
tell cotton quit 
tying rattle skirt 
two attic fight 
time water basket 
teach fitter ri t 
21. 
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PHRASES 
Initial 
tool 
tan 
town 
ten 
top 
tea 
taken 
tune 
timid 
1. time and tide 
3. a large pearl button 
5. under the tongue 
~. beside the heater 
9. points to the time 
SEN.rENCES 
1. Two and two are four. 
Medial 
party 
mulatto 
bottle 
pretty 
better 
panting 
cartoon 
bitten 
attitude 
Final 
heat 
boat 
squint 
quart 
feet 
shut 
meet 
shout 
market 
2. sleep tight 
4. two little hands 
6. in your basket 
e. on the debating team 
10. a very interesting talk 
• 
2. Ten little Indians sitting in the sun~ 
One lost his balance and now there are nine. 
3. Thomas talked about the Thames River in geography class 
today. 
4. Put my egg into your basket. 
5. When I tasted the medicine, it was bitter. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
Night Blessing / 
.; 
Good night, 
Sleep tight, 
Wake up bright 
In the morning light 
To do what 1 s right 
With all your might 
Author unknown. 
The Clock 
There's a neat little clock; 
In the schoolroom it stands, 
And it points to the time 
With its two little hands. 
And may we, like the clock, 
Keep a face clean and bright, 
With hands ever ;- ready 
To do what is right. 
From--Mother Goose Rhymes. 
22 . 
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Firefly 
A little light is going by, 
Is going up to see the sky1 
A little light with wings. 
I never could have thought of it, 
To have a little bug all lit. 
And made to go on wings. 
Elizabeth Madox Roberts. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Night's candles are burnt out, 
and jocund day 
Stands tiptoe on misty mountain-tops. Shakespeare. 
2. The tongue is the worst part of a bad servant. Juvenal. 
3. Taxation is the legitimate support of gpvernment. Thiers. 
4. Temperance is a tree which has for a root a very little 
contentment, and for fruit, calm and peace. Buddah. 
5. A tomb is a monument placed on the limits of two worlds. 
Bernardin de St. Pie 
6. As if you could kill time without injuring eternity. 
Thoreau. 
7. Tackle the hard jobs first; the easy ones have a tendency 
to settle themselves. Samuel Rea. 
8. It's great to be great but it's greater to be human. 
Will Rogers. 
"D" 
WORD DRILL 
-
Initial Medial Final 
day shady word 
doll meadows feed 
dot windCNV bed 
dine candy seed 
Dan bedding add 
dose medal cord 
deep corded load 
23. 
PHRASES 
Initial 
dime 
dark 
dash 
dog 
daily 
drill 
dare 
dr:Rtn 
deck 
deaf 
doing 
Medial 
ladder 
beaded 
grandly 
lady 
caddy 
daddy 
radio 
fading 
Sadie 
muddy 
melody 
Final 
road 
build 
glad 
cloud 
crowd 
trod 
fed 
tread 
dead 
land 
hewed 
1. deaf and dumb 
3 • in the dark cave 
5. along the shady road 
7. the weeded garden 
2. a large tract of land 
4. in the muddy water 
6. ding, dong bell 
9. with a tall ladder 
8. a box of delicious candy 
10. doing his daily dozen 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
Diddledy, Diddledy, Dumpty. 
Diddledy, Diddledy, Dumpty 
The cat ran up the plum tree. 
Give her a crown, 
And she'll come down, 
Diddledy, diddledy, dumpty. 
Dickery, Dickery, Dare. 
Dickery, dickery, dare. 
The pig flew up in the air; 
Mother Goose Rhymes. 
The man in brown soon brou..ght him down, 
Dickery, dickery, dare. 
Mother Goose Rhymes. 
SENTENCES 
1. They invited Dan for dinner on Sunday. 
2. The bridge over the river was destroyed by the flood. 
3. A cord of wood is a heavy load. 
24. 
4. The road led to the dark wood. 
5. The dead leaves were burned on the hard ground. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Doubt indulged soon becomes doubt realized. 
F. R. Havergal. 
2. Be good, my child, and let Who will be clever, 
Do noble deeds, not dream them all day long; 
And so make life, death, and that vast forever 
One, grand sweet song. 
Kingsley. 
3. Let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we 
understand it. 
Lincoln. 
4. The devil was sick, the devil a saint would be; 
The devil was well, the devil a saint was he. 
5. A daughter of the gods, divinely tall, 
and moat divinely fair. 
Rabalais. 
Tennyson. 
"TH" - Voiceless 
--
"TH" - Voiced 
These two sounds are made by placing the tip of the 
tongue against the lONer edge of the upper teeth and blowing 
air out between the tongue and the teeth. The tongue Should 
not come outside the teeth. 
25. 
L 
26. 
"TH" - Voiceless 
WORD DRILL 
-
Initial Medial Final 
thin Ethel bath 
three ether path 
third lengthen south 
thorn strengthen north 
thought monthly breath 
throw nothing teeth 
think pathway moth 
thank Catholic youth 
through motheaten booth 
throb pi thy birth 
thumb pathology death 
thick healthful blacksmith 
theme ethical myth 
thistle birthday mirth 
thimble Matthew fourth 
thugs anything W!'ath 
thicket something troth 
throng pathetic wreath 
thatched panther truth 
Thursday Hawthorne dearth 
thirty method month 
thirteen athwart tooth 
PHRASES 
1. at the theater 2. a sharp thorn 
8. at the north and south poles 4. a monthly report 
5. the 'fourth row 6. decayed teeth 
7. a long piece of cotton cloth 8. lengthy description 
9. thundering hoofs 10. southern weather 
11. smoother writing 12. crooked paths 
13. following the thunderstorm 14. soothing music 
15. clothe the naked 
SENTENCES 
1. Three times thirty are ninety. 
2. Thanksgiving Day is always on Thursday. 
3. Kenneth won first place in the athletic contest. 
I 
· I 
II 
I 
!I 
4. Do not put the pudding into the tin pan. 
5. Thistles grow along that path. 
6. Ruth and Arthur went south with their mother and father. 
7. Through the air Dame Thistle Down, 
Slipping off her purple gown, 
a. 
Flies a thousand different ways, 
Every whispering breeze obeys, 
North and South and East and West, 
Till she sinks at last to rest, 
Where the thistles, thiCkly spread, 
Offer her a prickly bed. 
A Hint to the Wise 
------
I know a little garden path 
That leads you through the trees, 
Past flower-beds and hollyhocks 
And by the homes of bees. 
Until at last it brings you to 
a little fountain bath 
Where tiny birds may wash themselves. 
If you go down that path, 
Remember to be careful what you say 
A little bird may cause a deal of trouble by 
Repeating what he's heard. 
Pringle Barret • 
27. 
"TH" - Voiced 
This sound is made the same way as "TH" voiceless except 
that it is voiced. When you place the tips of your fingers 
on each side of your throat a vibration will be felt as the 
sound is made. 
WORD DRILL 
PHRASES 
Initial 
the 
thy 
this 
that 
than 
then 
there 
thus 
thine 
they 
thyself 
though 
these 
those 
them 
1. here and there 
3. bathing beauty 
5. around that block 
7. the smoothest side 
9. :further information 
SENTENCES 
Medial 
another 
mother 
brother 
gather 
bother 
smother 
together 
southern 
northern 
ful'ther 
smoother 
oaths 
paths 
neither 
bathing 
Pinal 
with 
teethe 
scythe 
clothe 
breathe 
bathe 
tithe 
blithe 
soothe 
seethe 
bequeath 
sheathe 
swathe 
wreathe 
2. smoother shave 
4. summer clothing 
6. these and those 
a. breathing exercises 
10. sharp scythe 
1. Every speech lesson should begin with breathing exercises 
2. Love they father and thy mother. 
:s. Some like their milk with lots of cl'eam. 
I! 4. The boys went farther and farther into the dense wood. 
l\ 
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s. Thirsty flowers soon wither and die. 
6. Mother gives baby brother a bath and then some broth. 
7. This is the smoothest running car on the market. 
8. These bathing suits are made of wool. 
9. They believed their father and brother would return. 
10. Tomorrow is Mother's Day. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. There is no mistake; there has been no mistake; and 
there shall be no mistake. 
Duke of Wellington. 
2. We hold these truths to be self-evident; 
That all men are created equal; 
That they are endowed by their Creator with 
inalienable rights; 
That among these are life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness. 
3. 0 blithe newcomerl I have heard-
I hear thee and rejoice; 
0 cuckoo 1 Shall I call thee bird, 
Or but a wandering voice? 
Jefferson. 
Wordsworth. 
4. Be fearful only of thyself, and stand in awe of 
none more than thine own conscience. 
Burton. 
29. 
"s'• and "Z" 
These sounds are made by producing a soft, hissing sound 
by slightly raising the tip of the tongue and expelling the 
'breath through the center of the nearly closed teeth. Do not 
allow the air to escape from the sides of the tongue. Do not 
allow the tip of the tongue to touch the teeth. "s" is voice-
less - "Z" is voiced. 
WORD DRILL 
Initial 
cent 
psalm 
say 
see 
same 
sell 
seen 
saw 
seven 
Sam 
seldom 
sane 
centre 
such 
sob 
sold 
sigh 
sanitation 
sensation 
central 
sanctuary 
same 
seal 
starch 
soldier 
smoke 
sea 
"s" 
-
Medial 
mister 
sister 
receive 
deceive 
whistle 
assume 
hasten 
recent 
listen 
missive 
missing 
master 
Easter 
boastful 
fistula 
passing 
massive 
thistle 
pacing 
Pacific 
mason 
pastor 
lesson 
message 
passage 
trespass 
sensation 
Final 
mess 
mass 
miss 
this 
kiss 
fuss 
bus 
trees 
cress 
lass 
pass 
bliss 
gas 
place 
trace 
bass 
amiss 
goodness . 
quietness 
trance 
press 
Swiss 
hiss 
less 
.loss 
mistress 
recess 
30. 
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SENTENCES 
1. Sally sang a song :ror us on Sunday. 
2. seven sisters were at the dance on the seventh o:r 
September. 
3. This sweet singing songster is singing her song. 
4. Ireland is the home o:r saints and sCholars. 
5. Singing Sam plays the saxophone. 
6. September is the ninth month. 
7. Study will mean a satis:f'actory mark later. 
a. A Safety Patrol is an asset to any school. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. A critic must accept what is best in a poet, 
and thus become his best encourager. 
Stedman. 
2. They are as sick that sur:f'eit With too much, 
as they that starve with nothing. 
Shakespeare. 
3. Good sense, disciplined by experience and inspired 
by goodness, issues in practical wisdom. 
Samuel Smiles. 
4. He who sedulously attends, pointedly asks, calmly speaks, 
cooly answers, and ceases when he bas no more to say, 
is in possession of some of the best requisites o:r man. 
5. Breathes there the man with soul so dead, 
Who never to himself hath said, 
This is my own, my native land! 
\f.ho heart hath ne'er within him burned, 
As home his footsteps he hath turned, 
From wandering on a foreign strand] 
Lavatezo. 
Scott. 
31 • 
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e. Lives of great men all remind us 
We can make our lives sublime, 
And departing, leave behind us 
Footprints in the sands of time; 
Footprints, that perhaps another, 
Sailing o'er life's solemn main, 
A forlorn and Shipwrecked brother, 
Seeing, shall take heart again. 
Longfellow. 
7. In hearts too young for enmity 
a. 
There lies the way to make men free; 
When children's friendships are world-wide, 
New ages will be glorified. 
Let child love child, and strife will cease. 
Disarm the hearts, for that is Peace. 
Ethel Blair Jordan. 
The Game of Life 
To each is given a bag of tools, 
A shapeless mass and a book of rules, 
And each must fashion ere life is flown, 
A stumbling block or a stepping stone. 
Isn't it strange that princes and kings, 
And clowns that caper in sawdust rings 
And common folk like you and me, 
Are builders of eternity? Author unknown. 
32, 
"Z" 
-
The voiced equivalent of "s''. Have pupils place their 
c 
finger t ips m each side of the throat and call attention to 
the buzzi ng ar vibration that takes place in the throat when 
this sound is produced. 
!Q!ill DRILL 
SENTENCES 
Initial 
zoo 
zip 
zebra 
zero 
zeal 
zone 
zest 
czar 
zone 
Zulu 
Zebu 
zigzag 
zion 
zipper 
Medial 
noisy 
wisdom 
easy 
music 
razor 
prizes 
dazzle 
museum 
lazy 
greasy 
result 
l::usiness 
resume 
visit 
1. BUsy bees buzz in the fields. 
2. Did susie bathe the baby's eyes? 
Final 
eyes 
ears 
noise 
toes 
girls 
boys 
cans 
roads 
ease 
phrase 
pies 
words 
trees 
bees 
3. Knowledge is gained through visiting a zoo or a museum. 
4. Betty is sitting on the sofa, busy with Thursday's paper. 
5. What was it that was in the wash that Mrs. Washington 
was washing? 
'Twas a wash that was in the wash that Mrs. Washington 
was washing. 
33. 
POEIT'RY SELECTIONS 
QUOTATIONS 
My Zipper-Suit 
My zipper-suit is bunny brown-
The top zips up, the legs zip down. 
I wear it every day. 
My daddy brought it out from town-
Zip it up, and zip it down, 
And hurry out to play. 
Zippers 
Zip, zip, zee. 
Zippers for me. 
Zipper Shoe, zipper Shirt 
Zipper bag, zipper skirt 
Zip, zip, zee. 
Zippers for me. 
Mary Louise Allen. 
A POCKET FULL OF RHYMES. 
Harper and Brothers. 
Grace s. Finley. 
SPEECH AND PLAY 
Expression Go. 
1. Stone walls do not a prison make, 
Nor iron bars a cage; 
Minds innocent and quiet take 
That for a hermitage. 
Lovelace. 
II 
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2. 'Twas mine, 1tis his and has been slave to thousands. 
Shakespeare. 
3. Fair dewy roses brush against our faces, 
And flowering laurels spring from diamond vases. 
Keats. 
4. Pleasures can be supported by illusion, 
but happiness rests on truth. 
Charaforth. 
5. Rich the treasure, 
sweet the pleasure, 
sweet is pleasure after pain. 
Dryden. 
6. Action may not always bring happiness; 
but there is no happiness without action. 
Disraeli. 
"F" and "V" 
Both the srunds of "F" and "v" are formed by pressing the 
lower lip lightly against the upper teeth and driving the 
breath against the obstruction thus formed. The difference 
between the two sounds is that the "F'• is voiceless and the 
"V" is voiced. Have the pupils place their finger tips on 
each side of the throat and note that there is no vibration 
:ror "Ftt and there is for "v". 
Drill on--
af foo af ath av ath 
e:r foh ef eth ev eth 
i:f' faw if ith iv ith 
of foh of oth ov oth 
af fa 
fee 
35. 
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DRILL WORDS 
Initial Medial Final 
face fifth fife 
fame laughter staff 
fell rafter laugh 
file leafy knife 
:fun mouthful cough 
fish awful wife 
four refuse ott 
fence hefty loaf 
father traffic half 
Frank sitting enough 
France affect snuff 
Florence mortify whiff 
fight rutterfly puff 
foot elephant stuff 
funnel affection hoof 
fought lift rebuff 
fume loft huff 
foam lofty muff 
SENTENCES 
1. Faithfully fight for .freedan. 
2. Frank felt no fear while fighting the fire. 
3. Flo's speech was forceful~ firm~ free and fluent. 
4. The thief was found far off from the farm. 
5. All foes fear our famous Marine fighters. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Failure is more frequently from want of energy 
than from want of capital. 
Webster. 
2. False face must hide what the false heart doth know. 
Shakespeare. 
3. Faith is force of life. 
Tolstoi. 
36. 
I POETRY SELECTIONS 
I 
I 
I 
li 
r 
Little Miss Muffet 
Little Miss Mutfet 
Sat on a tuffet, 
Eating of curds and whey; 
There came a great spider, 
And sat down beside her, 
And frightened Miss Muffet away. 
Mother Goose Rhyme. 
Goldfish 
I have four fish with poppy eyes, 
Awfully poppy for their size,--
Perhaps they're poppy from surprise. 
For after fishing in a sea, 
Fish must find it queer to be 
Looking through a glass at Me. 
Firefl i es 
I wonder if the fireflies 
Are baby stars that fall, 
Aileen Fisher. 
And come to make the lonely earth 
A friendly little call. 
Helen Virginia Frey. 
37. 
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Lady-bug, lady-bug, 
Fly away, fly, 
Fly to the mountain, 
Fly away, fly. 
Lady-bug, lady-bug, 
Fly away, fly, 
Fly home to your babies, 
Fly away, fly. 
Fire in the Wind or1 
Anonymous. 
Fire in the window 1 Flashes in the pane 1 
Fire on the roof-top1 Blazing weather-vane! 
Turn about, weather vane! Put the fire outl 
The sun's going down, sir, I haven't a doubt. 
Mary Mapes Dodge. 
Our Flag 
There are many flags in many lands, 
There ere fl. ags of every hue, 
But there is no flag, however grand, 
Like our ~~n "Red, White, and Blue". 
I know where the prettiest colors are, 
And I 1m sure if I only knew 
How to get them here I could make a flag 
Of glorious "Red, White, and Blue". 
Mary Howlister. 
38. 
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".Y" 
The sound of "V" is made in the same manner as that of 
"F" but ad ding a vi br ati on to the throat. 
Drill on--
av ev iv ov uv 
voo voh vaw vah va vu 
DRILL WORDS 
Initial Medial Pinal 
vacation moving save 
very every wave 
victory novelty love 
visit nervous five 
vanish revolution believe 
violet November move 
vane revolt twelve 
SENTENCES 
1. Oh what a tangled web we weave, 
When first we practice to deceivel 
2. The five fever pitients are very violent. 
3. Vanity vanishes with the truly valiant. 
4. Resolve to approve the event. 
5. He works with vip, vim and vigor. 
6. Viola valiantly played the Victory March. 
7. Knights of old were chivalrous. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Did universal charity prevail, earth would be 
a Heaven and Hell a fable. 
Colton. 
39 . 
2. To overcome evil with good is good, 
to resist evil with evil is evil. 
Mohammed. 
3. A wise and good man will turn examples of all sorts 
to his own advantage. The good he will make his 
patterns, and strive to equal or excel them. The 
bad he will all means avoid. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
I Have A Doll 
I have a doll, I have a book, 
I have a big_ white ball; 
I have a ring, I have a toy, 
I have a place :for all. 
I have a gun, I have a dog, 
I have a rubber ball, 
I have a train, I have a wheel 
I'm glad I have them all. 
As I Was Going to St. Ives. 
As I was going to St. Ives, 
I met a man with seven wives, 
Each wife had seven sacks, 
Each sack had seven oats, 
Each oat had seven kits, 
Kits, oat, sacks and wives 
How many were going to St. Ives? 
Thomas A. Kempis. 
Unknown. 
Old Rime. 
I 
II 
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"K" and "G'' 
These sounds are made by placing the back of the tongue 
in contact With the soft palate with or without voice. Using 
voice you produce ''G" and there is a vi brat ion felt in the 
throat when tips of the fingers are placed on the side of the 
throat. Without voice it is "K" and there is no vibration 
felt in the throat when the finger tips are placed on its side. 
WORD DRILL 
Initial Medial Final 
oat tickle bank 
oar tinkle rink 
camp tricked trunk 
kit akin .pink 
kite pickles pick 
king licking think 
kill thicken look 
kitten sickness meek 
kid eked zinc 
coil American park 
SENTENCES 
1. The kitten drank all the milk. 
2. A kettle sang on the fire. 
3. Place the coil of rope near the kennel. 
4. John hurt his knuckle knocking at the door. 
5. Sickness accepted can become a great Olessing. 
41. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Clouds on clouds, in volumes driven, 
curtained round the vault of Heaven. 
Thomas Love Peacock. 
2. Times of general calamity and confusion have 
every been productive in the greatest minds. 
Colton. 
3. Conceit is the most contemptible and one of the 
most odious qualities in the world. 
Hazlitt. 
4. The cuckoo drinks the celestial juice of the 
mango-tree, and is not proud; the frog drinks 
swamp-water, and quacks with conceit. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
Hickory, Dickory, Dock 
Hickory, Dickory, Dock, 
The mouse ran up the clock. 
The clock struck one, 
The mouse ran down, 
Hickory, diokory, dock. 
Cookies 
Kate made some cookies 
For Kitty and me 
And then put the cooky jar 
High as could be 1 
Voruki. 
Mother Goose. 
The stool tumbled over--
Wh¥ couldn't Kate see 
Twas certain to happen 
To Kitty and me? J .B.T.--BETTER SPEECH AND 
BETTER READING-Expression Coe1 
42 . 
Husky Hi 
Husky hi, husky hi, 
Here comes Keery galloping by. 
She carries her husband tied in a sack, 
She carries him home on her horse's back. 
Husky hi, husky hi, 
Here comes Keery galloping by1 
Rose Fyleman. 
At Thanksgiving 
A candle, a kettle, a cup, and a chair, 
A cushion, a kitten with calico hair, 
A clock, and a curtain, a churn with its cover, 
A comb, and fat cookies with currants all over; 
A can full of kernels of golden popcorn, 
A keg of curled Shavings to kindle at morn--
With all of these comforts at hand, don't you see 
How pleasant a visit to Grandma can beY 
Runa B. Ruhle. 
"G" 
Same as "K" except that it is voiced. Have pupils feel 
vibration of sound in the throat. 
43. 
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WORD DRILL 
Initial Medial Final 
gall begin lag 
game begging frog 
gale egged beg 
grate begged tug 
got dragged bug 
gave rigged rag 
ghost lugged rug 
gate ragged nag 
goal drugged bag 
SENTENCES 
1. God loves a cheerful giver. 
2. God gives to everyone sufficient grace to be saved. 
3. The ugly dog had to be kept tied. 
4. The coast guard does a good job warni~g ships of 
nearby icebergs. 
5. Gilbert looked gallant in his new uniform. 
6. For his heroism the guard was promoted by the government. 
7. A fierce tiger escaped from his cage in the Zoo. 
8. The Pioneers crossed our country in covered wagons. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. Good manners and soft words have brought many a 
difficult thing to pass. 
Aesop. 
2. A good action is never lost; it is a treasure laid 
up and guarded for the doer's need. 
Calderon. 
3. The greatest grace of a gift, perhaps, is that it 
anticipates and admits of no return. 
Longfellow. 
44. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
There was a little girl 
Vlho had a little curl 
Right in the middle of he r forehead. 
And when she was good 
She was very, very good, 
But when she was bad, 
She was horrid. 
The Grasshopper 
Traditional. 
The grasshopper, the grasshopper, 
I will explain to you; 
He is the Brownies' racehorse~ 
The fairies' Kangaroo. 
"NG" 
Linsay, Vachel. 
The single sound of "NG" occurs medially and finally. It 
is formed by placing the back af the tongue in contact with 
the soft palate, thereby shutting off the air from the mouth 
and sending the voiced sound out through the nose. 
'When pupils put a clicking sound after the "NG" sound as 
sing-k their error is caused by the fact that they remove the 
tongue from its back palate contact before they finish making 
the sound. 
In primary grades, children should be told to watch the 
teacher and make the sound ring through the nose. It is help-
ful to practice on Ding--Dong, seeing how long they can hold 
the "NG" sound. 
Drill--
ang ong ung 
angeng 
eng 
enging 
ing 
inging ongung 
DRILL WORDS 
Medial Final 
ringing ring rang 
banging bang 
singing sing 
winging hanging dong 
length strength meeting 
morning 
evening 
SENTENCES 
1. Buzzing, buzzing, is the bee, 
Sailing, sailing, ships at sea. 
2. Ding, dong, ding, dong 1 
Ring the bell to bring the throng. 
Ding-a-ling! Come along. 
Ring loud, ring long. 
Kling, klang, ding-bang! 
Ding, dong, ding, dong, dong! 
clang 
sang 
sling 
pudding 
everything 
covering 
3. A bright yellow daffodil was blowing in the spring. 
QUO!'ATIONS 
1. Then the Whining schoolboy, with his satchel 
And shining morning face, creeping like a snail 
Unwillingly to school. 
2. The cattle are grazing 
Their heads never raising. 
Shakespeare. 
Wordsworth. 
46. 
3. Springlets in the dawn are streaming, 
Diamonds on the Brake are gleaming. 
4. What are the wild waves saying, 
Sister, the whole day l ong, 
That ever amid our play ing, 
I hear but their low, lone song? 
5. I'm growing fonder of my staff; 
I'm growing dimmer in the eyes; 
I 1m growing fainter in my laugh; 
I'm growing deeper in my sighs; 
I'm growing careless in my dress; 
I'm growing frugal of my gold; 
I'm grmving wise; I'm growi ng--yes--
I 1m growing old. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
1Tis Spring 
The birds are singing, singing, 
Scott. 
Joseph Carpenter. 
John Saxe. 
As thrcugh the air they are winging; 
For from the south they are bringing 
The ringing news of spring. 
Alice L. Wood. 
THE JINGLE BOOK FOR 
SPEECH CORRECTION. 
E. P. Dutton and Co., In 
Hear the Street Car's Gong 
Bing, bang, bong1 
All along the street 
Bing, bang, bong 1 
Often it will stop 
Bing, bang, bong1 
. 
People hurry on. 
Bing, bang, bong 1 
cars go whizzing by, 
Bing, bang, bong1 
Hear the street car's gong, 
Bing, bang, bong1 
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The Firemen I 
Who's that coming down the street? 
Cling! Clang! Cling! 
Sounds just like a million feet--
Cling! Clang! Cling! 
Bells are ringing, whistles blow, 
Clear the traclc:, for don·~t you know 
Firemen have to hurry so~ 
Cling ! Cl eng! Cling! 
Firemen word--they 1re heroes brave! 
Cling! Clang! Cling! 
Hurry! There are lives to save! 
Cling! Clang! Cling! 
Do not linger, clear the way! 
Let the firemen have full sway! 
There is work for him today--
Cling! Clang! Cling! 
Grace Hackel BakeJ 
"wl!" I 
This sound is made by pushing the lips forward and blowing ! 
through the small opening thus formed. Say to the pupils--
ttHold up your finger and blow on it. Do you feel the breath 
bl~1ing on your fin@Br? Can you hear that breath? That sound 
of blowing is the sru.nd of "WH"." 
WORD DRILL 
-
Initial Medial Mixed 
what somewhere why 
when somewhat whinning 
where anywhere awhirling 
while horsewhip bobwhite 
whisper meanwhile wherefore 
whittle nowhere 
whip 
wheat 
whig 
II 
II 
II 
48. 
Initial 
whim 
whine 
whirl 
which 
whistle 
which 
whisker 
whack 
whale 
wheeze 
whimper 
wheel 
whining 
whiz 
whiff 
Drill on--
SENTENCES 
what 
where 
when 
Walt 
wear 
wen 
1. Which, what, Where; 
Say them with a dare~ 
Medial 
s 'om.ewhere 
somewha t 
a ny-\·'.rhere 
horsevrhip 
meanv;hile 
nowh ere 
which 
why 
white 
Wither, while, whether, when; 
Say them all and then count ten. 
2. Why, why, why 
Do little birds fly? 
Where, where, where 
Do they sail through the air? 
When, when, when 
Will they come again? 
witch 
y 
wight 
Mixed 
why 
v'lhinning 
awhirling 
bobwhite 
wherefore 
3. See the mermaid on the whale; 
"Whoa!" she cries, "Don't whisk your tail!" 
''Whoa!" she cries 7 "It makes me slip. 
Must I whack it with my whip?" 
Said the whale with mournful whine, 
"Your tail whisks as well as mine; 
Tails are made to whisk and flop, 
\lfhacking will not make them stop." 
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QUOI'ATIONS 
1. Where, 0 where are the snows of yesteryear? 
2. White, cold, whirling virgin snow. 
3. Where the blackbird sings the latest~ 
Where the hawthorn blooms the sweetest~ 
Where the nestlings chirp and flee, 
That 1 s the way for Billy and me. 
"CH" and It J" . 
"CH" is a combination of "T" and "sH". 
"sH" and stop abruptly. 
Drills--
Villon. 
Shakespeare. 
Eugene Field. 
Run the "T" into 
atch etch itch otch utch 
choo choh chaw chah chay chee 
WCRD DRILL 
-
Initial Medial Final 
chain etching sketch 
chop fetching each 
chew catching latch 
chide matching pitch 
change merchant teach 
china orchards beach 
children Archie torch 
cheap searched scratch 
chowder stitching ditch 
cheer pitcher search 
cbari ty catcher leech 
chilly teacher rieh 
chalk satchel arch 
choose poaching reach 
chime patches Dutch 
50. 
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Initial 
chosen 
chalice 
chief 
chink 
cheat 
child 
chid 
SENTENCES 
1. Chippy, Chippy, Cherie, 
Chippy, Chippy, Cherio, 
Not a man in Dario, 
Medial 
scratches 
butcher 
recharge 
witchhazel 
rechange 
coaching 
teaching 
can catch a chippy, chippy, cherio. 
2. We had to search for the chicken. 
3. Much cheese is made by the Dutch. 
4. Charge, Chester, Charge! 
5. Richard and his chum chuckled cheerfully. 
QUOTATIONS 
Final 
church 
batch 
watch 
catch 
fetch 
latch 
Scotch 
1. Chance happens to all, but to turn chance to account 
is the gift of the chosen. 
Bulwer Lytton. 
2. Cheerfulness and chastity are golden charms in woman. 
Anna :Martin Parsons. 
3. A rich man without charity is a rogue, and perhaps it 
would be no difficult matter to prove that he is 
also a churlish fool. 
4. Cheerfulness charms us w.ith a spell 
that reaches into eternity; 
Fielding. 
And we would not exchange it for all the 
soulless beauty that ever graced the 
fairest form on earth. 
ttoston lJ n fv~'"!':ity 
Sci ool of Education 
Library 
Anna Cleaves. 
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5. To a mother, a child is everything; but to a child, 
a parent is only a link in the chain o~ her existence. 
Lord Beacon~ield. 
The so-called soft ••G" (as in GEM) and the "J" are really 
consonant combinations. The sounds represented by these lettm9 
are "D" plus "ZH". To make these sounds properly, the "D" nrost 
be formed and then the "ZH". The latter is made by placing the 
tongue close behind the lower teeth and breathing out through 
the nearly closed teeth with a vocal murmur. 
Drills--
WORD DRILL 
-
aj 
joo 
Initial 
joy 
jealous jackal jangle 
jail 
jump 
gymnasium 
June 
John 
general 
jove 
jot jolly 
jug 
joke jewel 
jaunty 
·just julep 
ej 
joh 
ij 
jaw 
Medial 
aged 
cogent 
injure 
major 
badger 
pigeon 
refuge 
dungeon 
rejoice 
dredge 
engine 
gorgeous 
wager 
adjacent 
oj 
jah 
degenerate 
agitate 
cage 
regenerate 
ledger 
uj 
jay 
Final 
sage 
large 
jee 
oblige 
wage 
gage 
gorge 
image 
splurge 
budge 
smudge 
ledge 
huge 
rage 
age 
judge 
coinage 
George 
damage 
emerge 
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SENTENCES 
Initial 
January 
just 
general 
Medial 
regency 
regent 
region 
Final 
fudge 
homage 
edge 
1. And spanning the water from edge to edge, 
A rainbow stretched like a gplden bridge. 
2. John has been to Japan and Java. 
3. She was jealous because her jewels were not as 
pretty as Jennie's. 
4. George is generally joyous and genial. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
QUOTATIONS 
The Jaunty Jay 
On my window sill flirted a jaunty jay, 
He chatted awhile, then he flew away. 
He chatted awhile as if to say, 
"Don't you wish you could fly away in the day?" 
"Don't you wish you were little enough to be gay? 
Fly away, fly away!" 
A tiger that lived in a jungle 
Said, ''My 1 How your words you do bungle 1 
When you say, ttHurry, quick ! 
It makes me feel sick 
I am not used to such talk in the jungle.u 
1. Jealousy is an awkward homage which inferiority renders 
to rage. 
De Puiseux 
2. A lady of genius will give a genteel air to her whole 
dress by a well~fancied suit of knots, as a judicious 
writer gives a spirit to a whole sentence by a single 
expression. 
Gay. 
I 
'I ,, 
II 
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3. Judge of a jest when you have done laughing or jeering. 
Lloyd. 
4. To doubt is an injury; to suspect a friend is self-
injury; jealousy is a seed sown by vicious minds. 
Landsdowne. 
5. It is good to jest--to turn a joke--but not to make 
a trade or jesting. 
Queen Elizabeth. 
6. A joyous heart makes a gorgeous visage. 
Proverbs 
7. The jewel, genius, is mainly energy. 
Browne. 
"M" - "N" 
To form the sound of "M" place the lips tightly together, 
allowing the voice to come through the nose. 
Drill--
am em im om um 
moo moh maw mah ma mee 
~DRILL 
Initial Medial Final 
man hannner same 
make demolish home 
meat lament t.ime 
might summer arm 
moat flaming come 
must famous autumn 
music September diagram 
misery games dram 
mice tumbril Pilgrim 
mince umbrage ham 
much fulminate trim 
ina de canely toinb 
mate element tam 
mouth hemming broom 
month timely fume 
54. 
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Initial Medial Final 
mother simmer him 
mutton tumult su.in 
mule huinbly hum 
inood ineinory gum 
men memento swim 
moan moment jam 
SENTENCES 
1. Babe Ruth made a home run. 
2. The Pilgrimd settled at Plymouth, Massachusetts. 
3. Melancholy music makes me miserable. 
4. America is the home of freedom. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. The miller imagines that the corn grows only to make 
his mill turn. 
Goethe. 
2. Men are of necessity so mad, that not to be mad were 
madness in another form. 
Pascal. 
3. I had rather have a fool to make me merry than 
experience to make me sad. 
Shakespeare. 
POETRY SELECTIONS 
The Mulberry Bush 
Here we go round the mulberry bush, 
The mulberry bush, the mulberry bush, 
Here we go round the mulberry bush, 
On a cold and frosty morning. 
Mother Goose. 
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A Humming Bee 
One morning in the garden 
I heard a humming bee; 
I sat awhile and listened 
\Yhile he hummed songs to me. 
He hummed about the blue sky 
That stretChes overhead, 
He hummed about the fountains 
And what the fishes said • 
He hummed about the nectar 
That makes the honey sweet, 
And of the flowers nodding--
Then hummed off down the street 1 
"N" 
-
Wilhemina SeergmOaar. 
To form the sound of "N", press the tip of the tongue 
against t he roof of the mouth and drive the voice through the 
nose. 
Drills--
an en in on un 
noo noh naw nah nay nee 
WORD DRILL 
Initial Medial Final 
noun anent win 
name sinner ton 
neat Anna tan 
night morning ten 
no refinement grin 
numb minister coin 
knowledge sound pain 
knit minor pane 
nominate annihilate been 
56. 
SENTENCES 
Initial 
now 
knife 
never 
November 
knob 
nature 
naught 
know 
knew 
gnu 
nourish 
nourishment 
negation 
nine 
nimble 
neighbor 
negotiate 
number 
necessary 
Medial 
tentative 
tanbark 
hinder 
tandem 
hundred 
mountain 
laundry 
land 
pinwheel 
ninety 
Indians 
neatness 
hand 
Manhattan 
fantastic 
none 
nonenity 
everyone 
renown 
1. Never have I kna.vn such a. noisy man. 
2. "N-n" says the brown calf. 
It's trying to say, 
"M-m" like its mother. 
She 111 teach it the way. 
Final 
brown 
children 
fun 
nine 
noon 
prison 
inhib11:1on 
inane 
plantation 
fine 
men 
crown 
drown 
noun 
prune 
drawn 
govern 
main 
mane 
3. Count that day lost whose low descending sun 
Views from thy hand no worthy action done. 
4. The tree's early leaf tuds were bursting their brown; 
"Shall I take them away?" said the frost sweeping down. 
"No, leave them alone till the blossoms have grown," 
Prayed the tree, while he trembled from rootlet to crown. 
5. Name nine natives of Newark, New Jersey. 
6. Ned bought a new fish net Monday noon. 
I, 
I 
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QUOTATIONS 
1. Don't stand shivering upon the bank; plunge in at 
once and have it over. 
Haliburton. 
2. None, none descends into himself to find 
The secret imperfections of his mind; 
But everyone is eagle eye 1d to see 
Another's faults, and his deformity. 
Dryden. 
3. It is by presence of mind in untried emergencies that 
the native metal of a man is tested. 
Lowell. 
4. Most men are afraid of a bad name, but few fear their 
consciences. 
Pliny. 
"sn" 
-
To produce this sound round the lips, with tongue placed 
in posit ion for "T" and send the voice through the teeth 
giving the hissing sound plus "H". 
WORD DRILL 
-
Initial 
shame 
shin 
sheen 
shun 
show 
shell 
shed 
shank 
ship 
shad 
shale 
shag 
sheep 
shake 
Final 
swish 
dish 
wish 
lash 
dash 
clash 
splash 
flash 
fish 
astonish 
admonish 
flourish 
noxious 
distinguish 
5 8 
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POETRY SELECTIONS 
QUOTATIONS 
11SH" 
nsh 1n says mother, 
"sh111 says father, 
"Sh 1" 
Running in the hall 
Is a very great bother." 
"Mrs. Grumpy Grundy, 
Who lives down below, 
Will come right up} 
First thing you know." 
"Sh1" says father, 
"Sh 1" says mother, 
"can't you play a quiet game 
Of some kind or other?" 
Star-Light, Star-Bright 
Star-light, star-bright 
First star I've seen tonigpt; 
I wish I may, I wish I might 
Get the wish I wish tonight. 
1. When providence, for secret ends 
James Tippett. 
I LIVE IN A CITY. 
Harpers and Brothers. 
Ray Wood. 
AMERICAN MOTHER GOOSE. 
F. A. Stokes Company. 
Corroding cares, ar sharp affliction sends; 
We must conclude it best it should be so, 
And not desponding or impatient grow. 
Pomfret. 
2. That which astonishes, astonishes but once. 
Joubert. 
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3. Affectation is always to be distinguished from 
hypocrisy ~s being the art of counterfeiting 
which we might with innocence and safety, be 
known to want. 
Anonymous. 
4. Affection, mistress of passion, sways it to the mood 
of what it likes or loathes. 
5. Affliction is the wholesome soul of virtue; 
Where patience, honor, sweet humanity, 
Shakespeare. 
Calm fortitude, take root, and strongly flourish. 
Thomson. 
6. The earth flourishes, or is overrun with noxious wee~s 
and brambles, as we apply or withhold cultivation. 
Horace Mann. 
7. Procrastination is hardly more evil than grasping 
impatience. 
Kant. 
60. 
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AIDS FOR CORRECTING STUTTERING 
1. Establish the habit of rate-control. 
What is meant by rate-control? Rate control is a con-
trolled rate of speaking. There are approximately forty simple 
phonetic units in the English language. Of these, all but six 
may be described as "continuant", that is, they may be pro-
longed at will, without causing any distortion or variation in 
their quality. The other six are called "stopped" sounds be-
cause they must always be sounded short and because they lose 
their identity at once when any attempt is made to prolong them. 
The six "stopped" sounds are p, b, t, d, k, go. 
Allow one count for every syllable (about sixty syllables 
per minute).1 
2. Relaxation drills are of utmost importance because no help 
can be given a stutterer while in the state of rigidity usual 
among them. 
3. Never nag or scold a stutterer. 
BABY TALK 
--
1. Tongue gymnastics should be given. 
2. Exercises for flexibi~ity of lips and jaw. 
3. 
4. 
Ear-training exercises. Repetition of sounds and 
Where more than one sound is mispronounced, begin 
correction with the sound farthest front, as that is 
1. Bender, James F. and Kleinfeld, Victor M. S~eech Correction 
Manual. Farrar and Rinehart Inc. New Yor • • 195 
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usuall~ the easiest. Correct onl~ one sound at a 
time. 
5. combine the sound with vocal drill initiall~, me-
dially, and finall~. 
6. sentences using the sound. Reading, memor~ selec-
tions, free speech. 
7. Never--at any time--permit mispronunciation of any 
of the sounds being studied at any time during the 
lesson. 
NASALITY 
1. General relaxation exercises for jaw, lips, tongue, 
etc. 
2. Tongue gymnastics with special emphasis on having the 
tongue lie flat in the mouth. 
3. Yawning exercises to relax throat muscles. 
4. Panting exercises to strengthen the soft palate. 
5. Ear-training--practice correct production of sounds 
in sentences, reading, memory word, etc. 
This practicall~ takes 1n everything the regular class-
room teacher ought to know in order to take care of the speech 
defectives that rna~ come under her charge. 
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MODEL LESSON PLAN FOR PRIMARY GRADES 
Sound of "TH" 
Aim - correct production of "TH" voiced and voiceless. 
I. Ear-training - pictures should be placed about the room 
that contain the "TH" sound in one of its three posi-
tions--initial, medial or final. 
For example:--
!£imble, ba!htub, fea!Qer, fa!£er, too!£brush, 
ba!h, too!£, cloth, blacksmi!h, etc. 
Next, a list of TH--words should be read. Children then 
should be asked, "What was alike in each list?tt Ex-
pected answer--in one they all began with "TH"--second, 
all had "TH" somewhere in the ni.iddle,--third, list all 
ended in "TH". 
II. Identification - the sounds should be repeated for the 
children a few times and then they should be asked--
''Wha.t that sound reminded them of?" Most will decide 
it sounded like a kitten--so it will then be called the 
"kitten sound". 
IIL Discrimination - the pictures were again shown and each 
one named in turn. Children should be able to tell if 
the word wassid correctly or not. Then the words should 
be used in simple sentences. Children noting if the 
sentence was said correctly or not. 
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IV. Isolation - here the children are shown how the sound is 
made. The position of the tongue, etc. Then they are 
given a chance to say it. 
v. Production of the sound - Make a list of all the "TH" 
words you can find in their readers and add a few others 
to them. 
First drill on sound at beginni ng of the word or its 
initial positions; when that has been conquered, move 
on to medial, then final. 
VI. Games - such as - PickinE Apples - draw a -picture of a 
tree loaded with apples--each apple bearing a "TH" word. 
If correctly pronounced, then the pupil placed it in a 
box to one side and continued until he failed. Pupil 
having the most apples in hi s box wins the game. 
Crossing !h! River - on "TH" stones. One who can say all 
the "TH" words across the river--wins. 
Horse ~ - each child allowed to move his horse a space 
after saying a "TH" word or putting it in a sentence. 
Playing Teacher - one child is teacher. He says a "TH" 
word and another child puts it in a sentence. 
Until the "TH" sound is firmly established in the speech 
of all, various activities should be carried on. 
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MODEL LESSON PLAN FOR INTERMEDIATE GRADES 
Sound of "F" 
I Aim - to teach the class the correct prodUction of the sound 
of "F"· 
I 
I 
L 
Presentation - Story to be read by the teacher - "Funny Feet" 
by Vera Neville. 
"Story Friends on Parade". Grade 5. 
Theisen-Bond 
MacMillan Company, New York. p. 17-24. 
Auditor:r Discrimination - Teacher: Who can give me the sound 
sound that each word in our title began with? 
Pupil: The sound of "F"• 
Teacher: You are correct. Remember always that to make 
this sound correctly we must keep in mind that "F" is a 
breath consonant and to produce it accurately we must 
place the upper teeth lightly but firmly upon the lower 
lip and send t:be breath through the openings between the 
upper teeth. Like this, "F". How many felt the little 
puff of air as the sound was made? Always be sure there 
is air escaping as sound is produced. Now I want you to 
listen to some words and then tell me where the sound 
occurred--at the beginning, or middle, or at the end of 
the word. Ready? Few, funny, fall. 
Class: The sound came at the beginning. 
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Teacher: Listen again. Whiff, loaf, beet. 
Class: That time the sound occurred at the end of the 
word. 
Teacher: Listen again. Few, after, deaf. 
Class: In the f :1rst word it came at the beginning, in 
the second it came in the middle, in the third 
it came at the end. 
Next, blank papers could be passed out and each pupil 
asked to make three columns on his paper--placing 
figures 1, 2, 3 to indicate the position of the sound. 
Then list twenty or more words to be dictated and pupils 
noting the position in one of the three columns. As a 
check after this test, have pupil read the word telling 
under which column he placed it and why. 
Group practice - a short poem could be read by the teacher 
first. Then the refrain line could be repeated by en-
tire class being sure to listen for the correct sound 
of ·"F"• 
Teacher: Lady-bug, lady-bug, 
Pupils: Fly away, fly. 
Teacher: Fly to the mountain. 
Pupils: Fly away, fly. 
Teacher: Lady-bug, lady-bug, 
Pupils: Fly away, fly, 
Teacher: Fly home to your babies, 
Pu ils: FlY- away, fl • 
Anonymous. 
SPEECH IMPROVEMENT 
THROUGH CHORAL SPEAKI 
Keppit, Welburg, 
Keslar. 
Expression Company 
Boston, Mass., 1942. I 
P• 4'7. 
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Individual Checkup - Two minute written practice. Ask pupils 
to list five words with the "F" sound in the three posi-
tions. Then call on individual members to read their 
lists thus checking the production of "F" and under-
standing and recognition of its position in different 
words. 
Now ask pupils to turn their papers over and write 
three sentences containing the sound at least once in 
each. Call on individuals to read their sentences. Al-
ways seeing to it that the sound of' ttptt is produced pro-
perly--never exaggerated. 
Motivated Games -Write four or five words on the blackboard, 
such as, few, funny, flu.f'fy, puffy, taffy. Give them two 
minutes to write an original paragraph using these words. 
Two minutes later call for volunteers to read what they 
have written. This exercise proves not only beneficial 
but also very entertaining. Example: A few pennies to 
spend was all that Fannie had. Funny how she longed to 
see what they might buy. Fluffy, puffy balls of corn or 
chewy bits of taffy. 
This lesson might also be correlated with the Lan-
guage Arts period in using words with the "F" sound in 
the three positions in complete sentences, then in para-
graphs. In reading - correct articulation of the sound 
as met in the oral lesson. 
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I. Music - Singing songs in which the sound "F" occurs quite 
1:.
1 
I' 
I 
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frequently. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to provide a Manual for 
Speech Correction to be used at st. Mary's Clinic, Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania. 
This Manual was planned to fill an urgent need for brief 
explanations of speech defects found in an ordinary classroom 
or clinic situation: general drills or exercises for relaxa-
1 tion, breathing, lazy tongue or lips; correct method of pro-
li ducing the most troubles cme sounds such as R, L, D, T, TH-
1: voiced, TH-voiceless, S, z,-voiced, voiceless, F, V, K, G, NG, 
II 1Ji!H, CH, J, M, N, SH; aids for stutterers, baby talk and nasal-
, 
ity; Model lesson for Primary Grades and Intermediate; explana-
tion of rate-control--its use; ear-training in the speech 
correction program. 
In planning the Manual, explanation of correct method of 
1 
making the varied sounds, words were given using the sounds in 
I I their initial, medial and final positions, sentences stressing 
1 the wound were given, quotations and even poetry selections 
I containing the sound were carefully selected. 
Throughout the Manual the aim of the exercises were: 
1. to give training in making the sounds correctly. 
2. '.to aid the organs of speech to do better wor/C as 
a result of helpful exercises. 
jl 
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3. to provide the speech defective youngster with an f, 
abm1dance of practice material as an aid to 
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development o~ correct sounds. 
Limitations £r the Study 
This Manual has been used only with individual or group 
cases in the clinic. The exercises contained herein have been 
used over a period of four years. 
Conclusions 
II 
'I I 
Research indicated that ''Speech correction is a field of 
child welfare which has been g~atly neglected. In fact, there I' 
is no similar human af~liction that has been so little studied, I' 
and this in spite o~ the fact that at least 5% of the population 
!; need correction, and that approximately 1% is suffering so-
l, cially and economically." This study attempted to satisfy in 
some small way for the neglect suffered by speech defective 
I 
children up to the present. 
The only formal testing occurred at the beginning when 
the type of aid needed required it, and at the end of each 
semester in order to report the progress that had been made 
to the parents of these pupils. 
I 
I The personal observations of the writer and the gratifying ! I! 
' i reports of parents and teachers regarding the correction of 
I! speech defects of the pupils with whom the Manual was used, 
'I j
1 
indicate that the exercises were valuable in that they brought 
:~ about correction of the various speech defects. 
!I 
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suggestions !2£_ Further Research 
1. Development of a method of evaluation for this Manual. ! 
• 
- I 
2. Develop units by which the material contained might 
be correlated with core subjects. 
3. Use this Manual experimentally in the elementary 
classrooms to determine if it measures up to what 
it purposes to correct. 
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